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Description
Hello Core-Team,
with your new implementation of cache_classes you have crashed extbase. If form has Errors (Validators) extbase calls the
errorAction. When calling:
$referringRequest->getControllerActionName();
I get following error in FE:
Fatal error: Cannot redeclare class TYPO3\Sfvalidator\Controller\PersonController in
/Applications/MAMP/htdocs/typo3_git/typo3conf/ext/sfvalidator/Classes/Controller/PersonController.php on line 107
If I debug within getControllerActionName the name was resolved correctly. But when I debug getControllerActionName in
Request-Object then I get the error with redeclaration. There seems to be some magic I don't understand. Maybe it is because of
"new" in getReferringRequest()?!
Stefan
Associated revisions
Revision 25608d6b - 2013-10-15 12:38 - Thomas Maroschik
[BUGFIX] Preserve vendor name in refering request
Fluid FormViewHelper adds some hidden fields that contain information
about the current controller. When the form is submitted and contains
a validation error the errorAction int the ActionController is hit.
This one builds a refering request object from the hidden fields without
a vendor name, as this one is not passed from the FormViewHelper.
The request object tries to guess the controller name but guesses a non
namespaced classes name as the vendor name is not given. To get further
information about the class methods the class name gets autoloaded and
creates a wrong classes cache entry as the autoloader cannot detect if
a extension has namespaced or non namespaced classes from the outside.
This patch introduces a hidden vendor name field in the Fluid FormViewHelper.
Fixes: #52823
Releases: 6.2, 6.1, 6.0
Change-Id: I0a82cf2ee07ce293eda0b9f50d3cac7b2a513f15
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/24787
Reviewed-by: Stefan Neufeind
Tested-by: Stefan Neufeind
Revision b2180368 - 2013-10-16 19:29 - Thomas Maroschik
[BUGFIX] Preserve vendor name in refering request
Fluid FormViewHelper adds some hidden fields that contain information
about the current controller. When the form is submitted and contains
a validation error the errorAction int the ActionController is hit.
This one builds a refering request object from the hidden fields without
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a vendor name, as this one is not passed from the FormViewHelper.
The request object tries to guess the controller name but guesses a non
namespaced classes name as the vendor name is not given. To get further
information about the class methods the class name gets autoloaded and
creates a wrong classes cache entry as the autoloader cannot detect if
a extension has namespaced or non namespaced classes from the outside.
This patch introduces a hidden vendor name field in the Fluid FormViewHelper.
Fixes: #52823
Releases: 6.2, 6.1, 6.0
Change-Id: I0a82cf2ee07ce293eda0b9f50d3cac7b2a513f15
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/24788
Reviewed-by: Wouter Wolters
Tested-by: Wouter Wolters
Revision ac2b59e6 - 2013-10-16 19:29 - Thomas Maroschik
[BUGFIX] Preserve vendor name in refering request
Fluid FormViewHelper adds some hidden fields that contain information
about the current controller. When the form is submitted and contains
a validation error the errorAction int the ActionController is hit.
This one builds a refering request object from the hidden fields without
a vendor name, as this one is not passed from the FormViewHelper.
The request object tries to guess the controller name but guesses a non
namespaced classes name as the vendor name is not given. To get further
information about the class methods the class name gets autoloaded and
creates a wrong classes cache entry as the autoloader cannot detect if
a extension has namespaced or non namespaced classes from the outside.
This patch introduces a hidden vendor name field in the Fluid FormViewHelper.
Fixes: #52823
Releases: 6.2, 6.1, 6.0
Change-Id: I0a82cf2ee07ce293eda0b9f50d3cac7b2a513f15
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/24787
Reviewed-by: Stefan Neufeind
Tested-by: Stefan Neufeind
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/24789
Reviewed-by: Wouter Wolters
Tested-by: Wouter Wolters

History
#1 - 2013-10-15 11:38 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/24787
#2 - 2013-10-15 12:37 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/24787
#3 - 2013-10-15 12:38 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-1 has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/24788
#4 - 2013-10-15 12:38 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-0 has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/24789
#5 - 2013-10-15 13:30 - Thomas Maroschik
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset 25608d6bd4d2aa71c84070b8a81f325c0be2d785.
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#6 - 2013-10-16 19:27 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Resolved to Under Review
Patch set 2 for branch TYPO3_6-1 has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/24788
#7 - 2013-10-16 19:28 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch TYPO3_6-0 has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/24789
#8 - 2013-10-16 19:30 - Thomas Maroschik
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
Applied in changeset ac2b59e622a426918d8cb8a89b126a0f95f35fa1.
#9 - 2017-10-23 21:45 - Riccardo De Contardi
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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